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We face a new energy future

New technologies are changing the way customers interact 
with the grid
• Smart homes: Smart appliances, smart thermostats, and 

smart phones are becoming pervasive 
• Electric vehicles: There is an opportunity to incentivize 

customers to charge during off-peak hours
• Distributed generation: Customers are increasingly meeting 

their own power needs, through rooftop solar panels, 
battery storage, and fuel cells; this requires the grid to be 
modified to accommodate two-way energy flows

• Smart metering: A new infrastructure is in place which will 
enable tariffs to be modernized 
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NEM introduced a cross-subsidy between 
customers that continues to grow 

The problem arose because the residential rate structure was largely 
volumetric in nature and it did not mirror the cost structure of 
generating and delivering electricity to customers

Typically, NEM customers reduced their energy consumption by 50% but 
did not lower their peak demand by very much
–And they remained connected to the grid 24/7 
–The fixed cost to serve them did not go down

Thus, when NEM customers lowered their consumption by 50%, the 
recovery of costs to serve them went down by nearly 50%, but actual 
costs of serving them went down by a much lower percentage
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▀ We find DG reduces net energy 
consumption by half from 1060 kWh to 530 
kWh

▀ However, average monthly peak demand is 
virtually unchanged

▀ We find DG reduces net energy 
consumption by over a third from 1190 
kWh to 770 kWh

▀ As in Kansas, average monthly peak 
demand is virtually unchanged

Load Shape Comparison
DG vs. Non-DG Customers

Summer Load Shape Comparison, Kansas Summer Load Shape Comparison, Idaho
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Quantifying NEM cross-subsidies

We undertook a study to quantify the magnitude of these NEM cross-
subsidies using data from a diverse group of sixteen U.S. utilities. Our 
study presents three enhancements to the previous studies with similar 
objectives
–We selected 16 utilities with varying geographic locations, size, distributed 
generation (DG) policy and rooftop PV penetration levels in order to achieve a 
broad representation of the utility landscape in the U.S. 
–We developed a methodology to quantify the NEM subsidies and applied it 
consistently to all utilities included in the study enabling side-by-side 
comparisons of NEM subsidies 
–Our methodology is based on a cost-of-service approach, rather than a 
cost-and-benefit approach, and explicitly identifies the costs avoided by NEM 
customers and is therefore more transparent 
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Study Scope (cont’d)

16 utilities in 14 states
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Study Methodology

Our methodology involves 
four main steps:
Step 1: Calculation of DG
customers’ electricity usage
and peak demand
Step 2: Calculation of DG
customer bills for pre- and post-
DG
Step 3: Calculation of Cost of
Serving DG customers for pre-
and post- DG
Step 4: Calculation of NEM
subsidy

Illustration of the NEM subsidy calculation

  We relied on the cost-of-service approach, which is reliable but very data intensive
  We collected the required data from publicly available data sources and by 

reaching out to our contacts at the utilities studied
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The NEM subsidies range in $20-$100/customer/month, 
representing roughly 25%-200% of the monthly bills for 
residential DG customers of these utilities

Source: “Quantifying Net Energy Metering Subsidies,” Sanem Sergici, Yingxia Ying, Maria Castaner and 
Ahmad Faruqui, unpublished paper, April 2019. 

Note: *NEM subsidies exclude inter-class cross-subsidy except for Nevada Energy (NV). **NEM subsidy does not reflect the NY VDER tariff.
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NEM subsidies reach several hundred million 
dollars for utilities with high DG penetration

Note: For utilities who did not provide the DG customer profiles, the numbers are based on average 
NEM subsidies across the four scenarios.  

Aggregate NEM Subsidy ($million/year)
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How can the NEM cross-subsidies be 
minimized? 

The most common way is to create a separate rate class for NEM 
customers 
–This has been done in Arizona, California, Idaho, and Kansas
–It’s being considered in Montana

For the new NEM class, introduce a separate rate that reflects the cost 
structure of generating and delivering electricity

This would typically be a three-part rate with a fixed charge, a demand 
charge, and a time-of-use energy charge 

Such rates are commonly used for commercial and industrial customers 
and will probably become the norm for all customers in the future 
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Tariff design has multiple objectives

The pure economic theory of electricity pricing recommends
adherence to the overarching principle of cost-causation, i.e.
pricing should be cost-based and should lead to achievement of
the following objectives
• Minimization of cross-subsidies
• Reduced long-run costs due to more efficient use of the network
• Efficient siting of distributed energy resources (DERs)

Customer considerations lead to deliberate adoption of tariffs 
designs that are not perfectly cost based
• Simplicity / understandability
• Customer acceptance / appeal/perceived fairness
• Mitigating large bill changes / volatility
• Protecting vulnerable customer segments
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Thus, tariff design involves making trade-offs 
against three competing goals

Cost Reflective

Simplicity/
Acceptability

Bill Impact

At what point is a cost 
reflective tariff too 
complex for customers 
to understand?

What is the maximum 
acceptable change in 
customer bills during 
the transition to more 
cost based tariffs?

Do simple tariffs lead to 
significant over/under-
payment by certain 
customer segments?
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Tariff reform requires buy-in from stakeholders 
and, most importantly, from customers

Some of the benefits of the tariff transition, such as network cost reductions, 
will occur in the long-run, while impacts will be felt by customers immediately

Commonly cited stakeholder 
concerns about tariff changes
–Higher bills for (some) customers 
– Changes to status quo are 
perceived to be “unfair”
–Bills for some vulnerable customers 
may increase, or they may be unable 
to respond to new price signals

It is important to ensure that customers understand why the transition is 
occurring and are aware of any opportunities to save on their bill

Illustration of Bill Impacts due to Tariff Transition
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Examples of utility tariff offerings 
around the world and the U.S.

Opt-in Opt-out Mandatory

Flat bill
Georgia Power,

Oklahoma Gas & 
Electric

Peak-time 
rebates

CPL (Hong Kong),
UK Power Networks

Maryland,
California,

Illinois

Demand charges

Arizona Public Service, 
Black Hills, 

Salt River Project, 
France, Italy, Spain

Static TOU
volumetric tariffs

Texas, France, Great 
Britain, Italy 

SMUD (California)
Ontario (Canada) Fort Collins (Colorado)

Dynamic
volumetric tariffs Oklahoma, Illinois California, Spain 

US Regions
Non-US Regions
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Residential demand charges are now 
being offered by at least 50 utilities in 24 
states 
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Cont’d
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Features of Residential Demand Charges

Source: The Brattle Group, May 2019.  
Notes: Includes municipal utilities and cooperatives. 
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Residential TOU Rates are undergoing a change 

▀ Volumetric TOU rates are increasingly being proposed by
environmental advocates to address grid cost recovery issues
associated with rooftop PV adoption (as an alternative to higher fixed
charges or new demand charges)

▀ To address solar PV integration challenges, new TOU rates are being
introduced with a low mid-day price and a peak period that is delayed
until later in the evening

▀ Several utilities are preparing to introduce TOU rates on a default (i.e.,
opt-out) basis for all residential customers

▀ TOU rates continue to be piloted in North America and
internationally; the pilots consistently find that customers shift
consumption from peak periods to off-peak periods
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Are TOU rates and demand charges substitutes? 

  Demand charges and time-of-use pricing are complements, not 
substitutes
▀ Volumetric TOU rates can fully recover generation and transmission capacity 

costs since they tend to be driven with the system peak. However, distribution 
capacity costs do not necessarily correlate well with the system peak

▀ Therefore, while a DER customer is reducing their usage in response to the TOU 
rates and reducing peak G&T requirements, it doesn’t mean that they are also 
reducing D capacity requirements.  It may in fact mean that they are 
underpaying for the distribution costs

  Defining the TOU peak period to be consistent with the distribution peak
brings TOU rates closer to demand charges, however the recovery of
costs associated with 24/7 grid access service is still not guaranteed
under this approach
▀ APS has revised its TOU design to shift the peak period from 12-7 pm to 3-8 pm
▀ SDG&E similarly delayed its peak period from 11 am – 6 pm to 4-9 pm
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A new TOU pilot will be deployed in Maryland in the 
Summer of 2019

The two-year TOU pilot is being developed as part of the Maryland 
PSC’s Public Conference 44 (PC44) effort, and will be executed by BGE, 
Pepco and Delmarva Power, the “Joint Utilities” of Maryland

The primary objective of the pilot is to determine if TOU rates can help 
lower customer bills, especially for low to moderate income (“LMI”) 
customers

The pilot is currently addressing customers taking Standard Offer 
Service (SOS), however there is also another one under consideration 
for customers receiving service from a retail supplier

The SOS pilot will feature cost-based TOU SOS rates and TOU delivery 
service rates
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PC44 TOU Pilot Design

Summer 
( June 1 – September 30)

Non-Summer
(October 1 – May 31)

On-peak 2pm- 7pm on weekdays 6am- 9am

Off-peak All other hours are off-peak, including 
holidays and weekends

All other hours are off-peak, including 
holidays and weekends

Example Rates as Listed in Final Work Group Report
• Targeted sample size for 

each utility is 4,020 of 
which 1,608 will be 
represented by LMI 
customers

• Sample sizes were 
determined using statistical 
power calculations
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PC44 pilot will advance the state of our TOU 
knowledge

PC44 TOU pilot aims to answer a few unsettled questions 
and advance our state of knowledge by:

• Testing the impact of TOU on LMI customers on a sufficiently large 
sample size to yield conclusive results

• Applying TOU rates on both the energy and delivery charges with a 
sizable peak/off-peak ratio and increasing the portion of the bill 
that is subject to the TOU rate

• Understanding customer satisfaction with opt-in TOU rates
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Default implementation of TOU rates are becoming 
more mainstream

  Ontario, CA deployed a default TOU tariff in 2012 for all mass market 
customers for power supply 
▀ Some 90% of Ontario’s 4 million residential customers have been buying their 

energy through a regulated supply option, which features a three-period TOU 
rate

In Italy, default TOU pricing was extended to all 20 million plus 
households starting in 2010

  CA IOUs will default all 10 million of their residential customers onto
TOU rates in 2020, is currently piloting default TOU rates with less than
1% of the customers opting out

  SMUD, APS, and Fort Collins residential customers are already on default
TOU rates
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TOU Implementation Best Practices

▀ TOU rates are not very useful for addressing specific events on the grid 
although they are useful for integrating variable renewable energy 
resources by reducing curtailments

▀ In determining the peak period, consider the change in load shape due to 
solar penetration

▀ Keep the peak period short
▀ Refrain from multiple periods, especially split mid-peak periods

− Exception is the EV TOU rates, which are shown to be more successful if they 
include super offpeak periods 

▀ Undertake billing analysis to determine winners and losers
▀ Target a peak/offpeak ratio > 3.  A lower ratio will not lead to sizable 

savings for customers and will not motivate load shifting
▀ Educate customers on ways to change behavior; offer shadow bills
▀ Test impacts for the low and medium income (LMI) customers
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Concluding Thoughts I

  Volumetric rates do not provide efficient or equitable price signals to 
residential customers
▀ They create cross-subsides between customers with different load factors 

and in particular between customers with DG and those without DG
▀ The problem will become more pronounced as DG penetration grows

  For electric delivery service, the combination of a fixed customer 
charge and a demand charge best align revenues and costs and 
provide customers with the appropriate price signals. Demand charge 
can be:
▀ A combination of non-coincident peak and coincident peak demand 

charges; or 
▀ Time-differentiated demand charges
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Concluding Thoughts II

  Default time-of-use rates reflect the marginal cost of generation and 
transmission, but typically do a poor job of also reflecting the delivery 
system marginal cost

  Choice of appropriate mass market rate design should not be decided 
solely on customer bill impacts
▀ Bill impacts can inform the pace of change
▀ The principles of cost causation and economic sustainability should be 

given priority

  There are many ways in which to make the transition
▀ Phase in rate reform with initial focus on DG customers 
▀ Seek stakeholder input
▀ Educate customers
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The Brattle Group provides consulting and expert testimony
in economics, finance, and regulation to corporations, law
firms, and governments around the world. We aim for the
highest level of client service and quality in our industry.
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